WHAT IS IT?
EPS is a system which allows to print high-quality double-sided graphics with direct-to-textile digital process.

WHICH ADVANTAGES COMPARED WITH A STANDARD DIGITAL PRINTING PROCESS?
• Uniformity of ink penetration in double-sided printing effect
• Easy to use
• Developing new digital application sectors
• Creating new markets
• Solving dithering effect
• High quality double-sided textile prints now possible with digital process

HOW CAN WE USE IT IN OUR PRINTER?
EPS CLEAR replaces one or more colour slots in the digital printer.

EPS SOFTWARE is just a Plug In for your current Software Rip

HOW CAN WE TEST IT?
Just ask for EPS CLEAR + CD with Software to info@j-teck3.com or go to www.j-teck3.com The Software will be accessible through a code activating a Demo which can be tested for a limited time

J-TECK3.com
true digital

We look forward to hearing from you soon......